
HotDrop Status Indicator

HotDrops have a blinking indicator located at the top of the unit right next to the micro USB port. We use this to give some physical indicator of 
the devices' status.

HotDrop Blinking Light Indicator V.27

No Blinks 4 Blinks 5 Blinks 6 Blinks

Is the device clipped onto a line? 
Is there power running through the 
circuit, i.e.(Circuit, machine, wire)

Great news, the device is charging and 
should start blinking 5 times shortly.

The device is looking to connect to the 
Gateway.

The device is connected to 
the gateway. Now we can 
check and make sure the 
gateway is receiving data.

HotDrop Blinking Light Indicator V.28

1 Blink 2 Blinks 3 Blinks

At 10 seconds between blink groups. Voltage 
too low to transmit or in sleep for PulseDrop. 
Still measuring at reduced rate

At 5 seconds between blink groups. 
Transmitting and measuring at normal rate 
and power.

At 5 seconds between blink groups - Trying 
to Join LoRaWAN gateway.

At 5 seconds between blink groups. Low 
Power mode. Transmitting and measuring at 
reduced rate.

Troubleshooting steps

Is the Gateway in Range of the HotDrop?

To confirm this, check the installer app to see the signal strength of the device
If the device is not online in the app, contact support to see if Chirpstack is seeing join requests.

If possible, move Gateway closer to HotDrop.

Is the Gateway turned on and online?

Confirm lights are blinking.
Confirm you can see Gateway online in the app.
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Have other HotDrops or LoRaWAN devices connected to this gateway?

Confirm this Gateway is seeing other devices.
Is the Gateway seeing the join requests from the HotDrop?

Have customer support check chirpstack.

Is the HotDrop onboarded correctly in Link?
To confirm this, delete the HotDrop in the link app, wait a few minutes, and then onboard it again into the link app.

Does the HotDrop need to restart?

The Micro USB port is used to charge the device pre-install (This can be used to validate that the device will power up and have a charge 
 )pre-install. Vutility doesn’t recommend leaving the micro USB plugged in post-install

Once the HotDrop is installed, i.e. (Circuit, Machine, Wire) after a period of time , the (if you want to know specific estimates, click here)
device will begin to flash a red blinking light. The blinking light is an indicator of which stage the HD is currently in. Below will describe 
what state the device is in according to how many times the light is blinking.

Once the HotDrop is installed, i.e. (Circuit, Machine, Wire) after a period of time , the (if you want to know specific estimates, click here)
device will begin to flash a red blinking light. The blinking light is an indicator of which stage the HD is currently in. Below will describe 
what state the device is in according to how many times the light is blinking.

https://vutiliti.atlassian.net/wiki/download/attachments/2068283414/20210713_142752.mp4?version=1&modificationDate=1626208190159&cacheVersion=1&api=v2&width=306
https://vutiliti.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SDD/pages/2016182294/HotDrop+Charge+Times
https://vutiliti.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SDD/pages/2016182294/HotDrop+Charge+Times


Take the HotDrop off power for a minimum of 12 hours to drain the capacitors and allow it to restart once it’s placed back on the line.

Is the antenna secured onto the HotDrop properly?

To confirm, make sure the antenna is tightly fastened to HotDrop.
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